The editors of the Argonaut are through the usual custom of
sounding the auditorium suitings plans which have been formulated by
student body officers in conjunction with Peyer Upjohn. And, unless
some official policy is carried out by carrying out the plans, the usual
haste in conforming to them will be experienced by those in charge.
Societies with officers who are to preside and to take the
responsibility; and who will visit their guitars to the inspection that our
halls and auditoriums are fitted with a readhead of excited, astute men and women.
Make the auditorium the "parlor" of the A.D. building, where every
part is designed by plans and occupancy, where courtship is the byword, and on the truly best in Idaho etiquette comes to the front.
Follow the Intercollegiate Knight who will interpose you to your
respective seats.

**What's the Matter?**

*Where's the old Idaho spirit?*

This question, upon which many have been exasperated in Argument
"Old" editors, since the birth of the paper, was edited from some Stuart;
*Where's Idaho's spirit?* Gonzaga roosters and Idaho non-student
sympathizers asked during the building Saturday afternoon;
*Gonzaga?* Why, it used to be, one romanced voluntarly, "that
whenever it comes to the Idaho spirit, no one will take our 50 yards on the line of
and gold roosters, whether there were one or a thousand, and one
be holed playing for "Southpaw." It is surely different here today.

**Hello Day**

A clipping from the University of Idaho announces the inauguration of a "Hello Day," when all students are expected to know each other and to shout greetings to everyone.
It is last another student of Idaho's cap that students here make
every day a "Hello Day." The functional idea of courtesy and com-
patibility underlying this phrase is recognized as sound, now.
Yes, Idaho is continuing its precedent.

---

**Student Opinion**

The plow, *'Why do we to the university campus, asking students what word they will be in which a town*
I am indebted of that effusive spirit of signs that appear in the natural
area which read, "Put your
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Pacific Coaches Impressed;

New Men Also Show Up

Although overwhelmed by those who abundance is of all -time, the University of Oregon football team showed its effectiveness. While the University of Oregon, California, and Washington teams showed some front -of -the -season activity, the Oregon team did not.

The first fact that was noted was that all -star selection every year seems to bring the team a new -look. This year, many new faces were seen, and personalized captions like "Jeff" and "Tom" were added to the Oregon's football team.

Then, the all -star game was played through the ball, and the Oregon team won with a score of 49-17. Oregon's star players included "Tiny" Kleffner and "Tiny" Stivers, who were the key players in the game. Kleffner was the star of the Oregon team, with 35 points in the game. Stivers was the second leading scorer, with 24 points.

The Oregon team was led by coach Kinnison, who had a young team of players. The team was composed of many young players, and the game was a test of their abilities.
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